1. Introduction
===============

Since the outbreak of the 2019 Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) in Wuhan, China, at the end of December 2019, the virus has spread rapidly throughout the country.^\[[@R1]\]^ To date, more than 200 countries/regions in the world reported COVID-19 cases which have seriously threatened human life.^\[[@R2]\]^ Due to its widespread epidemic and high fatality rate, the WHO declared it an international public health emergency. Studies have reported that the current COVID-19 pandemic caused the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is genetically similar to the SARS-CoV that caused the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in 2003, and both through ACE2 as a carrier to enter the cell. Recently, the next-generation sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 showed a 99.98% sequence identity in 9 patients. Epidemiology reports on risk factors for SARS-CoV-2 susceptibility, including age, gender, and chronic disease.^\[[@R3],[@R4]\]^ Researchers from all over the world are actively engaged in searching biomarkers that can predict this disease.

Several studies are extremely interested in the ABO blood type. It is established knowledge nowadays that the importance of ABO blood type in blood transfusion and clinical transplantation. Multiple studies demonstrate that the ABO blood group is a pivotal independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease and venous thromboembolism.^\[[@R5]\]^ In particular, the risk of thrombosis in blood group O is significantly reduced compared to non-O blood groups. Recent data have defined the biological mechanism by which ABO regulates the risk of thrombosis.^\[[@R6]--[@R8]\]^ Given the increasing evidence that COVID-19 is associated with severe coagulopathy^\[[@R9]\]^ and microthrombi distributed through the pulmonary vascular system from acute respiratory distress syndrome,^\[[@R10]\]^ the ABO blood group is associated with the susceptibility of COVID-19 is of particular concern.

A recent study in China compared COVID-19 patients with the general population found an association between the ABO blood group and SARS-CoV-2 infection status.^\[[@R11]\]^ However, another study is not supported by this evidence.^\[[@R12]\]^ This study will systematically review the current evidence, aiming to provide clarity surrounding the role of the ABO blood type in patients with COVID-19.

2. Methods
==========

The systematic review and meta-analysis have been registered in PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42020195615). We carry out the protocol according to the Preferred Reporting Item for Systematic Review and Meta-analysis Protocol (PRISMA-P) statement^\[[@R13]\]^ Supplemental Digital Content (Additional file 1). If there get any amendments to the protocol, the registration information will be updated.

2.1. Inclusion criteria
-----------------------

### 2.1.1. Type of participant

1.  participants who were documented to have SARS-CoV-2 infection, and for whom an ABO typing.

2.  health control participants were recorded with ABO blood type. There are not any restrictions on gender, age, race, or any comorbidities.

### 2.1.2. Type of exposure

ABO blood type distribution in all participants that regardless of testing time and methods.

### 2.1.3. Type of outcome measurements

The main outcome is to investigate the relationship between ABO blood type and COVID-19 susceptibility. The secondary outcome is to evaluate the prognosis of COVID patients under the ABO blood group.

### 2.1.4. Type of studies

Observational studies will be included. The sample size, blood type detection method, follow-up time, publication language or publication status will not be limited.

#### 2.1.4.1. Exclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria are

1.  results that cannot be pooled through calculation.

2.  case reports, case series, duplicate reports.

3.  the full text of the study could not be available.

2.2. Databases and search strategy
----------------------------------

Two independent reviewers search the databases of the China Biology Medicine disc, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, China Science and Technology Periodical Database, Wanfang Database, PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane Library from the date of conception to June 30, 2020. Search terms are: "blood type", "blood groups", "ABO", "novel coronavirus infected pneumonia", "COVID-19", "Corona Virus Disease 2019", "NCP", "2019-nCOV". The search words in the Chinese databases are translations of the above words. We will search for the latest research references to obtain potentially relevant articles.

2.3. Data collection and analysis
---------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Study selection

We will export the records retrieved from the database to EndNote X9 software to detect duplicate research. After removing the duplicates, the 2 reviewers will independently check them by reading the title and abstract according to the eligibility criteria. If a study may qualify, the full text will be generated and independently reviewed by 2 reviewers. As for the unverifiable literature, it will be supported by the discussion of the 2 reviewers. If they cannot achieve an agreement, a third reviewer will help. If the full text or user data is not available, the author will be contacted. The PRISMA flow chart is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.
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### 2.3.2. Data extraction

To ensure data integrity and consistency, 2 independent reviewers will use pre-designed tables to extract data from eligible studies. The table includes the following items:

1.  General information: first author, corresponding author, contact information, journal, year of publication, country/region, funding source, research design;

2.  characteristics of participants: age, gender, race, education level, disease stage, and severity;

3.  Research characteristics: sample size, random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blindness, follow-up time;

4.  exposure: ABO blood group classification

5.  outcomes: The main outcome is to investigate the relationship between ABO blood type and COVID-19 susceptibility. The secondary outcome is to evaluate the prognosis of COVID patients under the ABO blood group. This information will be cross-checked by 2 reviewers. Any differences will be discussed and resolved with the third reviewer.

### 2.3.3. Assessment of the risk of bias

The Newcastle-Ottawa Scale recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration was used to evaluate the methodological quality of the included studies.^\[[@R14]\]^ The evaluation content includes 3 parts: selection, comparability, and exposure/outcome. There are 8 items in this scale, with a total score of 9. Quality assessments were conducted by 2 researchers, any discrepancies existed 2 authors were solved by discussion or consensus.

### 2.3.4. Statistical analysis

Review Manager software (version 5.3.5) will be used for statistical analysis of the results. The dichotomous variable will calculate the odds ratio and the corresponding 95% confidence interval. Heterogeneity between included studies will be assessed by heterogeneity *χ*2 tests and *I*^2^ index. A rough explanation guide is as follows: 0% to 40% represents mild heterogeneity; 30% to 60% represents moderate heterogeneity; 50% to 90% represents significant heterogeneity, while 75% to 100% Represents significant heterogeneity. When heterogeneity cannot be explained, 1 method of analysis is to pool it into a random-effects model to pooled the results. Otherwise, a fixed-effect model will be used. If quantitative synthesis is not appropriate, we will describe the included studies. The forest plots will be used to describe the pooled results.

### 2.3.5. Subgroup analysis

We pre-specified the following variables for subgroup analysis: country/region, ethnicity, sample size, and study type. Furthermore, we will consider other subgroup analyses in the study.

### 2.3.6. Sensitivity analysis

If there is the heterogeneity, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis to test the robustness of the pooled results.

### 2.3.7. Publication bias

If more than 10 studies met the eligibility criteria, the Begg rank correlation test or Egge linear regression test will be performed to quantize the publication bias.

### 2.3.8. Quality of evidence

The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation system will be used to estimate the quality of evidence for each result.^\[[@R15]\]^ Each result will be evaluated according to the following 5 aspects: limitations, inconsistency, indirectness, inaccuracy, and publication bias. The grade of each evidence will be defined as high, moderate, low, or very low.

3. Discussion
=============

Recent studies suggest that age, gender, and blood type distribution is related to COVID-19 disease susceptibility. Among them, elderly and male patients with COVID-19 are most likely to progress to severe disease.^\[[@R1],[@R16]\]^ Besides, it was also noted that people with blood type A had high susceptibility, while people with blood type O had low susceptibility.^\[[@R17]\]^ It remains unclear whether these causal relationships are established or whether the association is trivial. However, previous studies confirmed that the association between blood type and other coronavirus infections cannot be ignored.^\[[@R18]\]^ As accumulating evidence data floods in every day, blood types should be registered for each infected individual to correlate with larger data sets in the future. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the ABO blood type varies by race,^\[[@R12]\]^ so when comparing infected and uninfected people, this may affect the observed outcome.

To our knowledge, this is the first review to examine the contribution of the ABO blood group to infection with COVID-19 pneumonia. We rate the strengths and limitations of existing evidence through a systematic review and meta-analysis. The protocol will be guided by the PRISMA statement^\[[@R19]\]^ to achieve the highest possible quality in reporting and methodology. The development of this protocol based on the current research design may have limitations, if there get any amendments, the registration information will be updated at PROSPERO.

In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis will serve to explore the susceptibility of the ABO blood group to COVID-19 pneumonia and will help us prepare for future epidemics.
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